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QUESTION 1

Which type of stored procedure is not associated with an external application program? 

A. A Java stored procedure. 

B. A REXX stored procedure. 

C. A native SQL stored procedure. 

D. An external SQL stored procedure. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A table named DEPARTMENT contains the following data: 

What will happen? 

A. The statement will fail because a subquery cannot be used in an UPDATE statement. 

B. The statement will fail because the result set produced by the subquery will contain more than one row. 

C. The statement will succeed; the last record retrieved by the subquery will be used to provide a WORKDEPT value for
the update operation. 

D. The statement will succeed; the first record retrieved by the subquery will be used to provide a WORKDEPT value for
the update operation. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What are INSTEAD OF triggers used for? 
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A. To update data in other tables. 

B. To perform insert, update, and delete operations against complex views. 

C. To check or modify values before they are actually stored in a database. 

D. To run non-database operations that are coded in user-defined functions. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement about triggers is true? 

A. A trigger is designed to return specific types of values and contains executable code. 

B. A trigger is designed to return specific types of values but contains no executable code. 

C. A trigger performs actions to capture details about an activity like a join operation against multiple tables. 

D. A trigger performs actions in response to an event like an INSERT, UPDATE or DELETE operation on a table. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Given an EMPLOYEES table and a SALES table, a user wants to produce a list of all employees and their associated
revenue, even if no revenue exists. Which SQL statement will produce the desired list? 

A. SELECT employees.name, sales.revenue FROM employees INNER JOIN sales ON employees.id = sales.emp_id 

B. SELECT employees.name, sales.revenue FROM employees INNER JOIN sales ON sales.emp_id = employees.id 

C. SELECT employees.name, sales.revenue FROM sales LEFT OUTER JOIN employees ON employees.id =
sales.emp_id 

D. SELECT employees.name, sales.revenue FROM sales RIGHT OUTER JOIN employees ON employees.id =
sales.emp_id 

Correct Answer: D 
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